Optical character recognition
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It has become increasingly apparent during the last twenty years that the digital computer is capable of far more sophisticated operations than the straightforward arithmetic calculations which were performed on the early machines. It has' also become apparent that for many of these applications the usefulness of the computer is limited by the efficiency of the devices available for enabling human beings to communicate with the machine. This is particularly true in some data processing problems where the amounts of data entering and leaving the computer are large but where relatively simple operations are performed in the central processor. A significant advance would be made in many such problems if it were possible for the computer to read directly machine-or hand-printed alphanumeric characters.
There are two classes of character recognition problem. The first of these is concerned with the reading of information produced in a controlled environment.That is to say the production of the characters to be read is under the control of the organization using the reading machine. In this case the characters may be printed in one of the type founts specially designed for optical reading. The two most widely accepted founts at present are known as O.C.R. A and O.e.R. B [IJ, the former being the standard proposed by the American Standards Association and the latter being the European equivalent.
The second application for character recognition is in the reading of characters from an uncontrolled source. Perhaps the best" example of this is in the automatic sorting of mail, where the characters to be read are originated by the general public. This is a much more difficult problem than the former one, and its solution will necessarily involve a more expensive reading machine.
The Mullard Research Laboratories approach The work undertaken so far on opticäl character reeognition at M ullard Research Laboratorles has been' on the application in which the origin of the characters to be recognized is uncontrolled. In particular, the re-P. Saraga, B.A., J. A. Weaver, B.A., and D. J. WOOl/OilS, Ph.D., are with Mullard Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey, England. search has been on the recognition of machine-printed and hand-printed characters.
The main problem in formulating a character recognition process is that of making the process insensitive to the various mutilations and distortions . of the character which may occur. These mutilations, in general, may take the form of breaks in the character, variations in size, position, or angular rotation of the character, smudges, creases, overprinting of various types, and general deterioration in quality due to handling of the document bearing the character,
The types of distortion which occur in characters are dependent, in part, on the method by which tile character is produced. For example, hand-printed characters are produced by-strokes of a pen or other writing implement and are, therefore, less subject to breaks in the character strokes than typed characters which are produced by a type hammer striking the, paper.
Thus it may be advantageous to tailor the recognition method to suit the origin ofthe characters. A line following method, for example, is' more' suitable for hand-printed characters' but .for typed' characters some sort of masking system may be more 'successful. . Because of the inevitable complexity of the systems needed to achieve character recognition, even to a limited degree, it is more economical to investigate the properties of such systems by computer ' simulation than by the construction of special purpose machines. Investigation by simulation methods also possesses the advantage that the main research, that is work on the properties of character recognition processes, is not impeded by the technological difficulties which maybeset the construction of any' hardware embodiment-of a system. These difficulties must, however, not be ignored especially if a practical recognition machine is the-ultimate aim of the research. . In order to simulate a .character recognition process on a digital computer; some methbd miist bè"d~vised for representing the character to be recognized in a form which is suitable for the computer. This is nor- mally achieved by representing the input character as a matrix of points. Each point in the matrix has a value determined by the "blackness" of the matrix at that point. The number of levels of blackness may be made as large as is desired but a larger number of levels necessitates more storage space for the matrix in the computer. The simplest arrangement, and the one which requires least storage space, is to use a binary matrix, that is, to call each point either black or white. This is the method that has been adopted. Some equipment must, therefore, be provided for converting characters printed or written on paper into a suitable matrix form. This may be achieved by using a flying spot scanner, scanning the input character, to control a paper tape punch or a card punch. Thus a representation of the character is produced on paper tape or cards. These may be entered into the computer through the standard readers.
This process however is very time consuming. A better approach is to connect the flying spot scanner directly, that is on-line, to the computer. This has been done at Mullard Research Laboratories. An example of a typical character represented in the form in which it is stored in the computer is shown in fig. Ja. As may be seen from the figure, the matrix containing the character consists of a sequence of ones and zeros. These are packed into the computer memory in sequence, with one matrix point occupying one binary digit (bit) of the memory. Two complete computer words are allocated to each line of the matrix. Thus if, for example, the matrix size is 60x60 points, and if the computer word length is 38 bits, each matrix line is stored in all the 38 bits of the first word allocated to it and in 22 bits of the second word. The remaining 16 bits of the second word are not used. The com plete ma trix, therefore, occupies 126 words of the computer memory.
Character recognition processes deal largely with operations on pictures of characters stored, as described above, in the computer store. It is, therefore, necessary to provide means whereby such pictures can be conveniently put out from the computer and displayed to the operator. In this way it is possible to put out intermediate results from the recognition process in order that the operator may be able to determine how it is progressing. Accordingly an on-line computer output cathode ray tube display has been constructed.
Character recognition systems
Most optical character recognition systems can be divided into three sections which may be called the receptor, the preprocessor and the classifier.
The receptor converts the character, printed on paper, into a suitable input form of the type previously described. The purpose of the preprocessor is to condense and select that information in the signal from the receptor which is useful for classification. The output from the preprocessor is a processed pattern which forms the input to the classifier. The classifier then assigns the processed pattern to a class.
The receptor
The receptor must perform three functions. It must locate the character to be fed into the computer; it must set the threshold level, which is the level of decision above which a point is white and below which it is black; it must then scan the character in such a way as to extract the req uired information from it.
The document bearing the characters to be read is mounted on a paper handling drum located beneath the scanner. The angular position of the drum can be controlled from the computer. The computer may determine the drum position by reading a clock track on one edge which divides the drum into 256 angular increments.
A programme has been written to perform the three functions mentioned earlier in the special case of a single column of characters. At present it is not possible to search along a line of characters but this is a modification which, in principle, could be simply incorporated when it becomes necessary.
The various parameters used in the process are set automatically by reference to the size of the first character encountered by the process. Initially, the threshold level is set by hand to give a reasonable representation of the first character, as displayed on the cathode ray tube display. This is only necessary when the process is entered for the first time but must be done then to enable the process to locate the first character. Subsequently the correct threshold is automatically recalculated for each character the process meets. This is necessary in order to compensate for variations in the required threshold setting from character to character, and to correct for drift which may occur in the threshold circuits.
On command, the programme scans the central region of the scanner's field of view from the top until it encounters the first character. It then traces round the edge of the character, in the way described below, and in so doing establishes the size of the character with which it has been presented. This size determines the area used in the threshold setting procedure and also the "coarseness" of the scanning process. The initial drum position is also noted. It can be determined empirically that the number of black points detected by a digital scanner varies for different threshold levels in the manner indicated in fig. 2 . It has been experimentally determined that the optimum thresholding level, as determined by a human 0I>erator, is that level which corresponds to the point of inflexion on this graph.
At this point it is necessary to manually set up the maximum and minimum hardware threshold levels to correspond to the computer specification of these levels. This is done by causing the programme to scan at each of these two threshold levels whilst adjustments are made to the controls to produce a display nearly all white for minimum threshold and nearly all black for maximum threshold.
The automatic threshold setting procedure is then entered and the computer programme selects the threshold level to use by determining the point of inflexion on the graph, having executed a number of consecutive raster scans over the character area in question, one scan with each available threshold level, and having determined the number of black points corresponding to each.
Having completed the setting-up procedures just described, the operation subsequently is completely automatic. The programme scans down from the top, as before, encounters the first character again, and, since the threshold, and consequently the character size, may have changed, again determines the character size and position. It next checks that the thresholding level is correct and if so enters the preprocessing, which is described later. If the threshold needs changing this is done before entering the preprocessing. The preprocessing is only entered if the position of the character is such that there is a good chance that the whole character lies within the field of view, having regard to the size of the character being investigated which was determined at the start.
When the preprocessing is completed the search scan starts again just below the last character, and searches an area twice as wide as the last character and centred symmetrically below it. If another character is found the process above is repeated but if either the character is found too close to the bottom ofthe field of view, or the bottom of the field of view is so closely approached that there is insufficient room for a character to exist, then the paper carrying drum is incremented sufficiently for the point which the search scan reached to be moved to the top of the scanner's field of view.. The search scan then continues from the corresponding point. Account is kept of the increments made by the drum, and the process continues automatically until one complete rotation of the drum has been.made when a message to that effect is displayed and the process may be re-entered with new characters if desired.
The preprocessor
The input data to a character recognition process, that is the character printed on paper, contains a great deal of information which is not essential for the correct identification of the character. Such information relates, for example, to the position and orientation of the character, to noise present within the character field, and to irregularities of the character edge.
The purpose of the preprocessor, in a character reeognition system is to reduce the quantity of input information to an amount which can be accepted by the classifier. It should do this preferably by selecting from the input characters some small number of characteristics which are invariant for limited distortions of the characters, but which are adequate to forni separable descriptions of the members of the character set. The research on this subject at Mullard Research Laboratories has been concentrated on forming a description of the character in terms of the direction óf travel.' of a spot following the character edge. The actual direction of movement of the spot may be smoothed to reduce the effect of small edge irregularities. In addition the character undergoes an averaging process before the edge-following is attempted. This also reduces small edge irregularities.
The averaging process operates as follows. A block of nine points, as shown in fig. 3a , is superimposed on each point of the matrix in turn. If there are five or more points present in this block the centre point is written into a new character matrix, irrespective of whether it was originally present. If there are less than five points in the block the centre point is removed in the new character matrix. This process may be repeated several times. The edge tracing process then operates on the new character matrix.
The character is detected and the tracing element, which may be a single point, or more suitably a block of nine points, is positioned on the character edge' as has been described. The process then enters the edge-following mode. In this the tracing element may move (or jump) from the point at which it is situated to anyone ofthe eight surrounding points. The jump is thus in one of the directions shown in fig. 3b . In this figure directions 0, 2, 4 and 6 correspond respectively to directions +X, +Y, -x and -Y of the matrix.
The tracing programme utilizes two directions which are called the "permanent" direction and the "present" direction. The permanent direction is the direction of the last successful movement of the tracing element, and the present direction is that direction in which the element is trying to move at the present time. If a successful jump is made, the direction in which it was made is taken as the new permanent direction. The computer programme then calculates the fust choice direction for the next jump. This is the direction obtained by rotating 90°anticlockwise from the permanent direction. If the tracing element can move in this direction the sequence which has been described is repeated, and the direction is stored in a list in readiness for the subsequent recognition processes. If, however, the point to which the tracing element is trying to move is not permissible (it is outside the character, say) the first choice from the present direction is selected. This is the direction obtained by rotating 45°clockwise from the present direction. The programme then tries to move the tracing element in this direction. If repeated failures occur the programme selects the directions in a clockwise sequence from the present direction until a successful jump is achieved.
This process effectively holds the tracing element against the character edge, and thus causes it to outline this edge.
Tracing is continueduntil the whole character edge has been delineated ( fig. lb) . The list of directions which have been assembled during the tracing are used as the input to the next process, that is, to the classifier. * * * * * * * * * Fig. 3. a) The block of nine points which is scanned over the character matrix in the averaging process.
b) The eight directions in which the edge tracing element may move from the point at which it is situated to one of the eight surrounding points.
The output list of jump directions is independent of the position of the character within the field of view. It is also insensitive to noise superimposed on the field of view as the largest character within the field is selected.
The classifier
Two types of classifier have been simulated. The fust of these, which is intended to recognize a full alphanumeric set of characters (numerals and alphabetic characters), uses the principle of feature extraction. The second, which is at present a numeral only recognition system, uses an adaptive classification system.
1) Feature extraction
Classification of characters using feature extraction uses the approach of analysing the character edge direction to extract a number of selected features from the character.
The features which have been chosen are ends of lines, angles, curves and loops.
The average direction of the character edge at any point upon it is calculated by taking an average of the jump directions occurring at the points surrounding it. Such an average direction is calculated for each point on the character edge. The resultant average direction list, the trend list, is used in the feature extraction processes. Line ends are detected by finding a reversal of the edge directions in the trend list within a specified number of jumps, sufficient to enclose the end. As the tracing element follows the character edge in a clockwise direction, the reversal must also occur in a clockwise sense.
Angles are detected as sharp changes in the character edge direction, and curves are detected as changes in direction which are appreciable but which do not occur sharply enough for them to constitute angles.
Loops are detected by the presence of a closed inner character edge within a closed outer edge. These features are then used to compile a codeword representing the unknown character. This is compared with a dictionary of similar codewords representing all the members of the character set which can be recognized. The dictionary word which exactly matches the code of the unknown is taken as the identification of the unknown. A facility is also included whereby together with the graphical information presented to the system, an indication 'may be given to the computer as to the identity ofthe unknown character. Thus the character has an identifying "label" attached to it.· If such a labelled character is entered into the system and no exact match is found between its codeword and those in the dictionary, the new codeword will be entered into the dictionary as a standard character with the name marked on its label. It is thus possible to set up the process with a completely empty dictionary and to compile the dictionary entries by entering labelled characters into the process. This system is still under development and results are not yet available.
2) Adaptive classifier
Adaptive systems may be defined as systems that are able to use past experience in order to achieve and maintain optimal performance. This implies some kind of memory to store past experience, and the improvement in performance can be regarded as a type of learning.
Adaptive techniques can be used to design a classification system. The memory function is normally provided by a set of stored adjustable parameters or "weights" .
The input to the classifier (output from the preprocessor) consists of a new pattern whose elements are derived from measurements made on the original pattern fed into the preprocessor. Each element of this new pattern is a simple number. The pattern ofn elements is presented to a weighting network of n + 1 adjustable weights known as a threshold logic unit or T.L.U. (see fig. 4 ). Each element of the pattern is weighted by the appropriate parameter and the weighted elements are summed, i.e. the network gives an output XIWI + X2W2 + ... + XnWn + Wo (the extra weight Wo having a fixed input of +1). This output is compared with a threshold to give a final output of ± 1.
Provided a suitable set of weights can be found, the T.L.U. can separate a set of patterns into two groups, A and B, such that patterns in class A give a +1 output and patterns in class B give a -1 output. The T.L:U. can be trained to find the correct weights, using a small number of patterns from each group as training patterns. This is achieved by giving each training pattern a desired output ( fig. 4) which is +1 for all patterns in class A and -1 for all patterns in class B. Hence when a training pattern is presented to the system there is s ._Q both an actual output and a desired output. If the two have opposite signs the teacher, tells the adaptation control to change the weights according to a specified formula.
Training patterns are presented to the unit in sequence until they are all correctly classified.This occurs when the sign of the actual output is positive for all patterns in class A and negative for all patterns in class B. Thus a single T.L.U. can be used t,o se~arate a set of patterns into two groups. To solve a multi-class problem a combination of T.L~U.'s must be used.
To classify the ten numerals 0-,9into their ten classes a minimum of four T.L.U.'s is needed. These would
have to perform separations of the type O~234/56789.
There are 126 separations of this type and more than 10 000 possibilities of selecting a compatible set of four. Thus while using four T.L.U.'s has the advantage that it uses the minimum number, it has the disadvantage that it is not known in advance which separation is best to assign to each T.L.U. If more than four T.L.u.'s are used, the number of structures, or arrangements of T.L.U.'s, which will separate 0-9 becomes very large. Whichever structure is used however, every pair of classes must be separated at some stage. For instance, a separation such as 0/123456789 is effectively composed of the "class-pair" separations 0/1,0/2,0/3, ... 0/9. For this reason, and for simplicity of training, a system using forty-five T.L.U.'s, each performing separations of the class-pair type is used (fig. 5 ). Thus for a character to be recognized as a 3 the separations 0/3, 1/3, 2/3 must give a negative output whilst 3/4, 3/5, etc. must give a positive output.
In the numeral recognition system developed at Mullard Research Laboratories, the input patterns to the T.L.u. each contain 25 elements. These are derived from the list of edge directions by an averaging process which reduces the number of jumps in the list (which IS variable for variable size characters) to 25 average jumps.
The training data consisted of 400 numerals handprinted by eight people. A test set of another 400 n urnerals drawn by the sarne people was also produced, together with 150 numerals drawn by three other people. The results obtained when the recognition system was tested using these samples are summarized in Table J .
Future work
These results are encouraging. Ha machine with such a performance were to be used in a commercial environment it would be necessary to use a checking system to detect the reading errors. This could be done, for example, by incorporating a check digit, or several digits, in the numbers to be read. Such techniques are well established however.
Although the above research has been performed by a computer simulation, work is progressing on a practical embodiment ofthe system. This uses a commercial paper handling equipment, some special edge-following hardware, which has been constructed, and a small general purpose computer programmed to perform the recognition.
Future simulation work is aimed at the extension of the system to include the recognition of alphabetic characters, and at the completion of the feature extraction recognition system.
